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Hope this edition of Gas Connect finds you in high spirits. We wrapped up the month of June
2021 with trading volumes touching a record high of 1,83,250 MMBtu. It was a wonderful way to
commemorate the first anniversary of IGX.
We welcomed two new members to our fold during the month. These were - India Gas Solutions
Private Limited (IGS), a 50-50 joint venture of Reliance Industries and British Petroleum, focused on
sourcing and marketing of natural gas in India, and Indraprastha Gas Limited (IGL), one of India’s
leading natural gas distribution companies.
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On the policy front, MoPNG issued draft rules facilitating access to CGD network and creation of
Transmission System Operator, and on the regulatory front, the draft PNGRB (Access Code for
Common Carrier or Contract Carrier Natural Gas Pipelines) Regulations, 2021, were issued for public
consultations. The comments/suggestions are invited on both draft Rules and draft Regulations by
22nd July ‘21. This is aligned with Hon’ble Finance Minister’s commitment during Budget 2021, of
creating Transmission System Operator (TSO) in the country for regulating non-discriminate and
neutral access to all pipeline capacity to boost gas-based economy.
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We had organised our quarterly Market Advisory Committee meeting to discuss and take feedback
on various issues to create a better well-functioning market for the gas sector. Important issues we
discussed were: domestic gas (APM and market freedom) sales through exchange, fertiliser plants
purchasing gas for shorter durations, new KYC guidelines on exchange and discussion on draft
Rules and Regulations issued by MoPNG and PNGRB, respectively.
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We are happy to have two great insights, very relevant for the markets: 1) Daniel Bonnici from
GRTgaz (French TSO), sharing rules for gas balancing in France broadly aligned in Europe and 2)
Brijesh Panchal from IGX, sharing evolution of Chinese gas markets and learnings for Indian market.
Hope you will like them. And, if you feel you can write stories on Indian or International markets
drawing good practices and learnings, we will be happy to publish them here.
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We assure you that we will keep striving for creating better conditions for our market participants.
We look forward to your thoughts and comments on this edition of Gas Connect.
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With regards,
Rajesh Kumar Mediratta
CBO, IGX
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REGULATORY UPDATES
ACCESS CODE FOR COMMON CARRIER OR CONTRACT CARRIER NATURAL GAS PIPELINES BY PNGRB
The Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory Board issued the draft “Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory Board (Access Code for
Common Carrier or Contract Carrier Natural Gas Pipelines) Regulations, 2021” and sought views/comments from all stakeholders,
including general public.
These regulations will substitute the entire existing Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory Board (Access Code for Common Carrier
or Contract Carrier Natural Gas Pipelines) Regulations, 2008, which came into effect on 17 July ‘08 and all subsequent amendments
to the said Regulations. Highlights of key provisions are:
#
1
2

Key Provision
Application
Declaration of
Capacity

Brief Description
All capacity booking on common & contract carrier shall be on firm basis
• Measurement devices to provide information to centralised server of Transporter/GABB. GABB is a
website owned & operated by NGGMS or Board, displaying real-

Design & Available
Capacity
Gas Parameter

• Meters to have transmitters within 6 months from notification of Access Code (AMR)
NGGMS or Transporter shall host Entry & Exit Point-wise design and available capacity at GABB 0600
hrs.
Transporters to formulate GCV band and pressure parameters

5

System Use Gas &
Line Pack

Shipper shall sell or provide Gas to Transporter at prevailing market price; Transporter shall be free to
purchase gas from other sources

6

Measurement of Gas Error limit +/- 0.5%; Joint calibration/validation – standard process defined

7

Off-spec Gas

Right to refuse. In case of acceptance of off-spec gas, shipper’s responsibility defined

8

Interconnection of
NG Pipelines

Entity initiating interconnection shall bear the cost of interconnection

3
4

• Unauthorised Overrun >110%: ½ of tariff; Positive imbalance >10%: ½ of tariff; Negative imbalance
>5%: ½ of tariff
9

System Discipline

• Imbalances to be separately invoiced; payments in escrow account
• Transporter can cure outstanding imbalance at the end of each Fortnight – Transporter to pay or
charge shipper cost of gas + 5% penalty

10

Methodology for
Capacity Booking

Nomination &
11
Scheduling

• Shipper to make application for common carrier to Transporter & NGGMS
• Detailed capacity booking process under Operating Code
Detailed Periodic nomination process under Operating Code

The regulation also includes a section on “National Gas Grid Management Services” or “NGGMS” or a Transmission System Operator
(TSO) or Independent System Operator (ISO), an entity which may be appointed by the Board or by Government to regulate access
to common carrier or contract carrier, so as to ensure fair trade and competition amongst entities under these Regulations, nondiscriminatory transportation access, capacity reporting, monitoring, operation planning and control, etc.
In addition to the above Schedule IV, Operating Code of the Access Code has also been modified to provide a clear framework,
including defining roles of each entity involved in Gas transportation through Transporter’s facilities.
https://www.pngrb.gov.in/pdf/public-notice/DAC24062021.pdf
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IGX BUZZ
JUN ‘21 TRADE DETAILS

Benchmarks vs IGX Price
(in ` per MMBtu)

IGX Trade Details in MMBtu
Buy Bids

Sell Bids

Traded Volume

Month

Spot LNG
(estimated)

Long-Term LNG
(estimated)

IGX Price

Daily

1,000

1,20,400

1,000

Jan ’21

` 633

` 556

` 537

Weekly

32,300

3,06,700

3,400

Feb ’21

` 998

` 601

` 736

Mar ’21

` 598

` 673

` 462

Fortnightly

3,53,000

18,48,500

1.34,000

Apr ’21

` 500

` 728

` 452

Monthly

2,97,500

21,26,500

44,850

May ’21

` 562

` 759

` 505

Jun ’21

` 686

` 784

` 527

Total

6,83,800

44,02,100

1,83,250

Jul ’21

` 815

` 801

` 660

Product

6th IGX Market Advisory Committee (MAC):

NEWLY REGISTERED MEMBERS

29th June ‘21
Agenda: Discussion on creating liquidity at Gas Exchange and

INDIA GAS SOLUTIONS (IGS)

on draft Access Code Regulations, 2021, released by PNGRB.

INDRAPRASTHA GAS LIMITED (IGL)

Participant Industries: The meeting saw participation from 40+
members, including Transporters, Sellers, CGDs, Associations,
Buyers, Consultants and Others.
IGX Price vs Spot & Long-term Price

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS IN JUNE ‘21
IGX PRICE VS SPOT & LONG-TERM PRICE
BENCHMARKS VS IGX PRICE

PRICE `/MMBTU

1200
1000

•

Highest single day trade of 60,000 MMBtu.

•

First trade on the Dabhol Hub.

•

Highest no. of bids received (22) on a single day.

•

First trade in 3 consecutive Monthly contracts (Aug-Oct ’21).

•

Highest volumes traded in a month (1,83,250 MMBtu).

800
600
400

JAN ’21

FEB ‘21

Spot LNG

MAR ’21

APR ’21

May ‘21

Long-Term LNG

Jun ‘21

Jul ‘21

IGX Price

(Source: IGX Analysis)
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IGX KEY MILESTONES
15 JUNE ‘20
Launch of IGX, India’s first Gas Exchange

25 SEPTEMBER ‘20
PNGRB notified Gas Exchange Regulations to regulate the
establishment and operation of the Gas Exchange

2 DECEMBER ‘20
IGX granted authorisation by PNGRB to set up and operate
Gas Exchange

25 MARCH ‘21
Introduction of open auction trading

10 MARCH ‘21
Strategic divestment of 26% of IGX’s equity holding to NSE
and 5% to ONGC

9 FEBRUARY ‘21
GAIL (India) Limited, Adani Total Gas Ltd. and Torrent
Gas Pvt. Ltd. acquired a 5% stake each in IGX as strategic
investors

21 APRIL ‘21
Two new trading hubs - introduced Dabhol and Jaigarh in
Maharashtra

30 JUNE ‘21
Record trading volume of 1,83,250 MMBtu in June ‘21
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LEADERS SPEAK
-

Information provision to the network users

-

Balancing rules (including imbalance charges)

Lead Expert, GRTgaz

-

Balancing actions triggered by the TSO

In order to move towards greater

The implementation of these pillars needs a robust nomination/

MARKET-BASED BALANCING REGIME:
A TOOL TO INCREASE LIQUIDITY
By Daniel Bonnici, Commercial Offer

market integration, it is important that
rules on gas balancing of transmission networks facilitate gas
trading across balancing zones, thus contributing towards
the development of market liquidity. Network users can then

allocation scheme of gas quantities transported every day as
well as a gas exchange market place.
Shipper

manage their balance positions in different balancing zones
throughout the European Union in an economically efficient and
non-discriminative manner.

Nomination process
Balace their inputs
and off-takes

via market mechanisms so that network users can balance their

Imbalance
charges

flexibility, from whatever source, to offer it for purchase and sale

Portfolio information

TSO
Carry out hte
residual balancing

Neutrality

Such mechanisms need the development of a competitive short
term wholesale gas market that enables the provision of gas

Balancing actions

Balancing
services/Linepack
felxibility services

portfolios efficiently or the transmission system operator can
use the gas flexibility when balancing the transmission network.

Information provision

As network users are to bear the responsibility of balancing

In a daily market-based balancing regime where shippers are

their inputs against their off-takes, with the balancing rules

responsible for the balancing of their portfolio, it is essential

designed to promote a short-term wholesale gas market, the

to provide them a sufficient amount of information not only

transmission system operators carry out any residual balancing

relating to their portfolio, but also to the system. Thus, they

of the transmission networks that might be necessary. In doing

are aware of their own exposure and they can trade on the

so, the transmission system operators follow a merit order,

market place in order to contribute to the overall balance of the

primarily using products that can be delivered through market

balancing zone.

tools, maximising the amount of their gas balancing needs
through the purchase and sale of short-term standardised
products on the short-term wholesale gas market.
Basic principles

Depending on the type of metering available on consumption
sites, the TSO shall provide measures during the day otherwise
a forecast on a day-ahead basis revised at least twice on a
within-day basis:

Basically, any market-based balancing regime is designed
on the basis of the unbundling principle distinguishing the
transmission services role (core revenue streams) from the
balancing role. The TSO should not make any gains nor losses
regarding its balancing role: a separated neutrality account is
set up and the resulting neutrality charge is either invoiced or
paid back to network users depending if the result is in favour of
TSO or not.
We can consider that market-based regime is built upon the
three following pillars:
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GRTgaz publishes for shippers on a hourly basis measures

Balancing actions

regarding their industrial customers connected to the

The TSO may undertake balancing actions in order to maintain

transmission network, as well as forecast values regarding city
gates based on data provided by distribution system operators
(DSOs). Aggregated values of consumption, as well as forecasts
for all types of sites are published on the GRTgaz website
(https://www.smart.grtgaz.com/en/consommation/GRTgaz).
Balancing rules
Every shipper shall balance its own portfolio in relation with
the balancing zone. For each day, the imbalance of the shipper
is determined by the difference between the allocation of gas

the transmission network within its operational limits, as well as
achieve an end-of-day linepack position different from the one
anticipated, consistent with economic and efficient operation of
the transmission network.
GRTgaz uses exclusively market products implemented by EEX
on the French Gas Exchange platform triggered as follows:
•

Notional products that are the ones used first,

•

Locational products that are used in the event of a critical

quantities at entry points and the allocation of gas quantities

imbalance and only if notional products are not effective

at exit points. Should this difference be positive (respectively

enough.

negative), the gas surplus (respectively deficit) of the shipper
is sold (respectively bought) to the TSO at the Marginal Sell
Price (resp. Marginal Buy Price), which is the minimum (resp.

After the establishment of a need by GRTgaz, the balancing
action itself is executed by a computer algorithm on the EEX

maximum) price between:

Gas Spot Exchange. Each balancing action is designed to

•

GRTgaz’s level of action.

the lowest (resp. highest) trade made by the TSO (balancing
action)

•

GRTgaz can trade seven days a week between 10:25 am and

the Weighted Average Price of the Gas Exchange (operated

10:45 am, between 2:25 pm and 2:45 pm, between 5:25 pm and

by EEX in France) minus (resp. plus) a 2.5% small

5:45 pm and between 11:25 pm and 11:45 pm on the Within-

adjustment.

Day product. Effective action depends on “End of Day Projected

This mechanism is built in order to incentivise shippers to
balance either their portfolio or to contribute on balancing the
system.
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ensure that the prices selected by the algorithm are adapted to

Closing Linepack” position (green, orange or red) and schedule,
which is published on the GRTgaz website (https://www.smart.
grtgaz.com/en/SECprojete).

power plants, industrial sites). GRTgaz is getting to be active for
the energy transition accordingly with the 2015 Paris Agreement
and thus, will have to transport more and more renewable
as well as low carbon gas quantities coming from diversified
sources (biomethane, synthetic gases, hydrogen, etc.).

As End of Day projected closing linepack position shows
the stress of its transmission network, GRTgaz has defined
several modes of balancing actions depending on position and
schedule.
The more aggressive the mode is, the more the price obtained
by GRTgaz may move away from the estimated market price
during the trading window.
Linepack flexibility service
GRTgaz offers a linepack flexibility service which consists of
a full exemption of the Marginal Price settlement for each day
finishing without any balancing action. The fee of the service
is part of TSO revenue and not of the neutrality account.
More information on this service, called ALIZES, is available
on website: https://www.grtgaz.com/en/you-are/customer/
shipper/day-to-day-transmission.

As per the European regulation, GRTgaz is certified as an
Independant TSO (ITO): GRTgaz owns the transmission assets
and operates its network in the framework of a vertically
integrated company (Engie), which is physically and legally
separated under. A compliance officer appointed by GRTgaz
on behalf of the French regulation authority is in charge of the
monitoring of the effective compliance and issue an yearly
report about the behaviour of the company.
GRTgaz has been involved since 2000 in the building of an
entry-exit system progressively unified. The French market
place called Trading Region France (TRF), including a virtual
trading point (called PEG) is connected to the main places of the
European network:

Conclusion
Building the TRF/PEG gas hub, as well as the associated
market-based balancing regime took more than one decade. It
is now mature and liquid, and is ready to integrate the upcoming
generation of renewable/low carbon gases.
About GRTgaz
GRTgaz is an European leader in natural gas transportation and
a world expert in gas systems. In France, the company operates
more than 32,000 km of buried pipelines to transport gas from
suppliers to consumers connected to its network (city gates,
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EXPERTS SPEAK
LEARNINGS FROM THE INTERNATIONAL GAS MARKETS CASE OF CHINA
By Brijesh Panchal, Assistant ManagerBusiness Development, Indian Gas Exchange
Overview – Market Size
As per Statistics of 2020, China’s natural
gas consumption stood at ~ 910 MMSCMD.
58% of its gas demand was met through
domestic gas production of ~ 530 MMSCMD
and remaining 42% was met through LNG import of ~ 380
MMSCMD. The share of Natural Gas in China’s energy basket
is 8.2%. In the month of June ‘21, China became the world’s
largest LNG importing country leaving behind Japan.
The country operates a total of 22 LNG regasification terminals,
with nameplate regasification capacity of 76.8 MMTPA. Its
National gas transmission network consists of more than
80,000 km of Natural Gas Pipeline. The majority of the country’s
natural gas infrastructure is owned and operated by its 3
national oil companies (NOC), which are CNPC, SINOPEC &
CNOOC.
National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) and
National Energy Administration (NEA) set out the regulatory
framework in China for the natural gas sector.
Hi-Story of Natural Gas Pricing reforms in China
Cost-plus Approach - Pre 2013 Era
Self-sufficient in natural gas supply, China’s pricing structure
was entirely based upon a cost-plus approach until 2010. These
prices were determined by NDRC, based on proposals from gas
producers, pipeline operators and local distribution operators.
Producers and buyers were able negotiate up to a 10% price
increase or decrease, based on the ex-plant prices set by NDRC.
The old pricing regime was established when natural gas
was supplied domestically, which was based on the cost of
domestic production. Under this regime, the ex-plant pricing
approach applied for both domestic and imported gas. After
2010, with the substantial increase of LNG imports, in many
situations, the city gate prices set by the old pricing approach
were much lower than the international contract prices for
imported natural gas. Natural gas importers incurred significant
losses, which discouraged natural gas imports.
As a result, many cities experienced severe shortages of natural
gas. This necessitated the government to alter the pricing
mechanism to prevent the NOCs’ huge loses in their LNG import
business. In 2012, PetroChina earned about 40 billion yuan on
the sales of natural gas and pipeline operations. At the same
time, they paid about 42 billion yuan for the imported gas from
Central Asia. As a result, the company lost 2 billion yuan in
2012.
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Two-Tier Pricing – 2013
In order to not discourage the buyers and at the same time to
make the seller’s business profitable, China introduced a twotier pricing mechanism. Tier 1 Volumes: An existing volume,
defined as the amount of natural gas consumption in 2012 &
Tier 2 Volumes: An incremental volume, the amount of volume
added in 2013, 2014, and 2015 beyond that in 2012. Tier 1
Volume is priced according to old regime; Tier 2 volume is linked
to FO & LPG. The primary rationale for the new pricing is that
the value of natural gas can be largely represented by the value
of its two substitutes in terms of providing energy services –
fuel oil used in the industrial sector and liquefied petroleum gas
(LPG) used in the residential sector.
This resulted in an increase in NOCs’ profitability. In 2013,
PetroChina paid a similar amount for imported gas as that
of 2012. After the introduction of the new pricing system in
2013, PetroChina earned about 71 billion yuan from the sales
of natural gas and pipeline operations. As a result, PetroChina
earned 31 billion yuan more in 2013, after this pricing reform.
Single gas price - 2015
The government through various directives increased/
decreased the prices of both the tier volume. This regime lasted
till 31 march ‘15.
1st NDRC Directive: This lasted for 417 days, from 10 July ‘13
to 31 August ‘14. The incremental volume (Tier 2) price was
significantly higher than the existing volume price. This created
incentives for natural gas companies to increase natural gas
supply because they were able to sell additional gas at higher
prices.
2nd NDRC Directive: This lasted for 212 days, from 1 September
‘14 to 31 March ‘15. The existing volume price was increased.
The incremental volume price was left unchanged.
3rd NDRC Directive: NDRC increased the price for the existing
volume once more, but decreased that of the incremental
volume to a large extent (International price of fuel oil and LPG
was lower). With the third price adjustment, the prices for the
existing and incremental volumes reached the same level,
ending the two-tier pricing. From 2015, the prices of both tired
volumes reached the same level, ending two-tier pricing.
The government started benchmarking the prices of all gas
instead of fixing the ceiling price. Buyers/sellers were given
flexibility to negotiate price up to 120% of benchmark price. 1st
Gas Exchange established – Shanghai Petroleum and Natural
Gas Exchange (SHPGX).

Liberalisation - 2016
From 2016 onwards, gas used by almost all direct users was
fully liberalised and subject to direct negotiation between buyer
& seller. NDRC sets the benchmark prices of non-residential
gas instead of the ceiling, and the actual price shouldn’t exceed
120% of the benchmark price. The government encouraged
buyers/sellers to use the newly formed gas exchange – SHPGX.
China’s LNG terminals and gas infrastructure – ownership and
operation: An oligopoly Market
As stated earlier, the majority of country’s natural gas
infrastructure is owned and operated by its 3 national oil
company (“NOC”), which are CNPC, SINOPEC & CNOOC.

built duplicate pipeline networks in order to avoid sharing
infrastructure and thus, customers and revenue with other
operators.
Government’s reforms for third-party access in gas
infrastructure
February ‘14 Regulation
In February ‘14, Chinese government released regulation for
Fair and Open Access to Oil and Gas Pipeline Facilities for
trial implementation for a five-year period. The trial measure
is to allow third-party access to gas infrastructure if there is
surplus capacity. However, this did not clearly define “surplus
capacity” or how it should be determined. Consequently, it was
left up to the operators to determine whether their pipelines and
LNG import terminals had surplus capacity. Indeed, the NOCs
granted use of LNG import terminals on an ad hoc basis, which
prevented third parties from contracting LNG, since they did not
know if or when they would have access to infrastructure.
May ‘19 Regulation

(Share of domestic gas production, Source: IHS Markit)

CNPC

SINOPEC

CNOOC

(Share of Natural gas pipeline infrastructure, Source: IHS Markit)

Out of country’s total 22 operational LNG regasification
terminals, these three NOC companies own and operate 17
terminals and remaining 5 terminals are owned and operated
by non-NOC companies. Apart from these, NOC companies
together own and operate over 90% of China’s gas storage
business.
These NOCs import portfolios includes some expensive longterm contracts, which probably rank among the most expensive
LNG ever contracted. The companies routinely lose money on
these imports because the price it pays is often higher than the
state-set price at which it can sell the gas in China. Owing to
these losses, NOCs are reluctant to grant third-party access to
their pipelines and LNG import terminals with cheaper supplies,
such as LNG purchased on the spot market in periods when
Asian spot prices are well below China’s prices, to avoid making
it more difficult to sell its expensive imported gas.
They are also reluctant to forge interconnections between
pipelines and LNG terminals that they operate with those
operated by their domestic peers for the same reason. This
resulted into another hurdle of the construction of “repeat”
infrastructure that wasted financial and land resources. They

On 24 May ‘19, the Chinese government released regulation on
updated guidelines on third-party access, to replace the trial
measures. These measures aimed to publicly disclose monthly
surplus capacity, but did not stipulate any consequences for
non-compliance by the NOCs or other operators. On 14 April
‘20, one more order was released, which explained how to
calculate the spare capacity of pipelines, LNG import terminals,
and natural gas storage facilities. The establishment of unified
standards for the calculation of spare capacity to replace the
independent calculations done by the NOCs.
Establishment of new national pipeline company
A New Player in China’s Oil and Gas Industry
At last, the Chinese government took the important step to
segregate pipeline ownership and spur competition through the
proposed establishment of the national pipeline company. On 9
December ‘19, China legally established a new player in China’s
oil and natural gas industry, the China Oil & Gas Piping Network
Corporation (PipeChina). The company is in the process of
being formed through the transfer of assets and personnel from
China’s three major national oil companies.
China launched its new national pipeline company, PipeChina,
on 30 September ‘20. It marks a significant step towards
improved third-party access, better network integration and
lower transmission tariffs. The reform may increase market
competition, stimulate investment across the natural gas value
chain and reduce the cost of gas for end users. It will probably
take several years for the company to be fully operational.
In October ‘20, they launched centralised booking platform and
TPA to its infrastructure. PipeChina has a mandate to develop
the infrastructure required to improve the allocation of natural
gas resources nationwide. This endeavour entails building
some of the pipelines, LNG import terminals, and natural gas
storage facilities that have constrained China’s ability to meet
demand during peak periods. It also entails forging connections
between infrastructure previously operated by the NOCs and
9

provincial governments. In addition, this move is also intended
to eradicate the development of “repeat pipelines” and the
resulting waste of capital and land.

government policies incentivising a shift away from more
polluting fuels remain an important driver of gas demand in
China over the medium term.

PipeChina has consolidated most of the long-distance gas
pipelines as well as six regasification terminals and three
underground storage sites that were previously controlled by
China’s three state-owned energy majors (PetroChina, SINOPEC
and CNOOC).

Conclusion

Rise of China as the world’s largest LNG importers
“Operation Blue Sky” - From Coal to Natural Gas
A small change in the Chinese natural gas sector can lead to
an oversized impact on global markets. Indeed, China’s “coalto-gas” switching policy led to a spike in spot Asian LNG prices
in the winter. Driven by a rising political imperative to reduce
air pollution, record growth has been observed in natural gas
demand in China over the past decade. China surpassed South
Korea as the second largest LNG importer in 2017 and also
surpassed Japan as the world’s largest natural gas importer
in June ‘21. China’s LNG import trends reflect official policy on
improving air quality, concerns over energy security, the pace at
which nuclear power and renewables can be deployed and the
role of domestic supplies and foreign pipeline imports.
Also notable in the second half of ‘20 was China’s
announcement of a net zero emissions target by 2060, which
will be favourable to gas demand growth in the medium term.

Learnings for Indian Gas Market
The below graph depicts the timeline of natural gas market
reforms across the globe in various countries. It clearly shows
that India and China are going through the same development
timelines. Though China has made some strong regulatory
reforms, there are some areas where the Indian gas market
needs some reforms to accelerate country towards the gasbased economy.
Mature producing
markets

United States
United Kingdom
Japan

Mature importing
markets

Europe
India

Fast growing
importing markets
1970

China
Brazil
1980

1990

2000

2010

2020

(Timeline of natural gas market reforms across the globe, Source: IEA)

1) Domestic Gas Pricing
In order to increase profitability of domestic gas producers,
the whole country’s domestic natural gas pricing should be
linked to alternate fuels by applying appropriate proportions,
i.e., Fuel Oil (FO) in industries and LPG in households,
instead of linking it to four international hub prices. Full
marketing freedom should be provided to sellers for all the
domestic gas produced from any field. Further, the prices
so derived should be treated as a benchmark price and
buyer/seller should be provided flexibility to negotiate the
benchmark price within permissible limit.
2) Single operator for whole nation’s gas infrastructure

China’s economy rebounded quickly from the Covid-19-related
lockdowns in 2020, and the rapid expansion of gas demand
is set to continue over the forecast period. Total consumption
is projected to increase at an average annual rate of nearly
7%, adding 95 BCM of incremental demand between 2020
and 2024. China is the single largest contributor to global gas
demand growth, accounting for close to 30% of the net increase
by 2024. Nearly half of the aggregate growth is driven by fuel
substitution.
About 70% of this comes from coal-to-gas conversions in
industry and the residential and commercial sector, and 30%
from oil-to-gas substitution in the transport sector. Overall,
the net contribution of fuel switching in China is almost twice
as high as the global average. This underlines the fact that
10

The Chinese government has taken an important step to
segregate pipeline ownership and spur competition through
the establishment of the national pipeline company, which
will acquire a majority of the oil & gas infrastructure from 3
NOCs. India should also form one single gas infrastructure
company, which should own and operate the entire
country’s gas grid along with LNG regasification terminals
and provide access to all in a transparent manner to spur
competition.
3) Policy framework for increasing gas-based power
generation
A Policy framework should be made for gradual switching
from coal to gas, specifically for the power generation
sector. Incentives/subsidies should be provided for gasbased power generation and penalties should be made
applicable for coal-based power generation in order to
increase the share of natural gas in the country’s energy
basket. This will also reduce the pollution from coal-based
power plants. Similar policy framework should also be made
for gradually switching from other polluting fuels used in
industries to the natural gas.

MEDIA PULSE
INDIA’S NATURAL GAS CONSUMPTION WITNESSES A

INDIAN GOVERNMENT OFFERS 32 AREAS IN LATEST SMALL

REBOUND IN JUNE

OIL, GAS FIELD AUCTION

https://www.reuters.com/world/india/indias-natural-gas-

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/energy/oil-

consumption-starts-rebound-june-2021-06-09/

gas/india-offers-32-areas-in-latest-small-oil-gas-field-auction/



India’s natural gas consumption is recovering in June
after declining in the previous two months, as states ease
restrictions in the wake of a drop in coronavirus infection



articleshow/83397481.cms?utm_source=contentofinterest&utm_
medium=text&utm_campaign=cppst


of state-owned ONGC and OIL to boost the country’s

The higher spot prices of liquefied natural gas (LNG) and

hydrocarbon production, Petroleum Minister Dharmendra

pandemic-induced lockdowns in states had dented gas

Pradhan said. Speaking on the launch of the third round of

demand in the last two months


auction of small discovered fields, he said companies cannot
indefinitely sit on resources they may have discovered.

GAIL’s Manoj Jain said, India’s gas consumption could grow
by 6% to 8% in the current fiscal year, if the country emerged
from the pandemic.



These small and marginal fields were discovered by stateowned Oil and Natural Gas Corporation (ONGC) and Oil

2030 - PETRONET CEO

India Ltd. (OIL), but they were not economically viable to be

https://www.reuters.com/world/india/lngs-share-indian-gas-

developed due to the fiscal regime and their small size.

demand-rise-70-by-2030-petronet-ceo-2021-06-17/
The share of liquefied natural gas (LNG) in India’s gas
consumption could rise to 70% from the current 50% in
10 years, and new import terminals are needed, the chief

As many as 32 oil and gas blocks with 75 discoveries have
been offered in the Discovered Small Field (DSF) round-III.

LNG’S SHARE OF INDIAN GAS DEMAND TO GROW 70% BY



The Government will auction unmonetised large gas fields



ONGC produced 21.87 billion cubic metres of gas in 2020-21,
down from 23.74 bcm in the previous year and 24.67 bcm in
2018-19.

executive of the country’s top gas importer said. Petronet
operates two LNG terminals in India accounting for about
53% of nation’s existing 42.5 mtpa import capacity.
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INDIAN GAS SECTOR HIGHLIGHTS
NATURAL GAS PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION IN MAY ‘21
NG available for sale
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NATURAL GAS PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION YTD
NG available for sale

Sector wise consumption
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Connect with us
+91-120-4648100
info@igxindia.com
www.igxindia.com
/IndianGasExchange
Plot No. C-001/A/1, 9th Floor, Max Towers,
Sector 16B, Noida, Gautam Buddha Nagar,
Uttar Pradesh-201301
Please click here for feedback
https://forms.gle/5QNHGac5t5tPvML66

